
JOHN LEE HOOKER 

There is some debate as to the year of Hooker's birth in Coahoma County, Mississippi, the youngest 

of the eleven children of William Hooker (1871–1923), a sharecropper and Baptist preacher, and 

Minnie Ramsey (born 1875, date of death unknown);  according to his official website, he was born 

on August 22, 1917. 

 

Hooker's recording career began in 1948 when his agent placed a demo, made by Hooker, with the 

Bihari brothers, owners of the Modern Records label. The company initially released an up-tempo 

number, "Boogie Chillen'", which became Hooker's first hit single. Though they were not songwriters, 

the Biharis often purchased or claimed co-authorship of songs that appeared on their labels, thus 

securing songwriting royalties for themselves, in addition to their own streams of income. 

Sometimes these songs were older tunes that Hooker renamed, as with B.B. King's "Rock Me Baby", 

anonymous jams "B.B.'s Boogie", or songs by employees (bandleader Vince Weaver). The Biharis 

used a number of pseudonyms for songwriting credits: Jules was credited as Jules Taub; Joe as Joe 

Josea; and Sam as Sam Ling. One song by John Lee Hooker, "Down Child", is solely credited to Taub, 

with Hooker receiving no credit. Another, "Turn Over a New Leaf" is credited to Hooker and Ling. 

In 1949, Hooker was recorded performing in an informal setting for Detroit jazz enthusiasts. His 

repertoire included down-home and spiritual tunes that he would not record commercially. The 

recorded set has been made available in the album Jack O'Diamonds. 

Despite being illiterate, Hooker was a prolific lyricist. In addition to adapting the occasionally 

traditional blues lyric (such as "if I was chief of police, I would run her right out of town..."), he freely 

invented many songs from scratch. Recording studios in the 1950s rarely paid black musicians more 

than a pittance, so Hooker would spend the night wandering from studio to studio, coming up with 

new songs or variations on his songs for each studio. Because of his recording contract, he would 

record these songs under obvious pseudonyms such as John Lee Booker, notably for Chess Records 

and Chance Records in 1951/52,[13] as Johnny Lee for De Luxe Records in 1953/54 as John Lee, and 

even John Lee Cooker, or as Texas Slim, Delta John, Birmingham Sam and his Magic Guitar, Johnny 

Williams, or The Boogie Man. 

His early solo songs were recorded under Bernie Besman. John Lee Hooker rarely played on a 

standard beat, changing tempo to fit the needs of the song. This often made it difficult to use backing 

musicians who were not accustomed to Hooker's musical vagaries. As a result, Besman would record 

Hooker, in addition to playing guitar and singing, stomping along with the music on a wooden pallet. 

For much of this time period he recorded and toured with Eddie Kirkland, who was still performing 

until his death in a car accident in 2011. Later sessions for the VeeJay label in Chicago used studio 

musicians on most of his recordings, including Eddie Taylor, who could handle his musical 

idiosyncrasies very well. His biggest UK hit, "Boom Boom", (originally released on VeeJay) was 

recorded with a horn section 

Hooker recorded over 100 albums. He lived the last years of his life in Long Beach, California.  In 

1997, he opened a nightclub in San Francisco's Fillmore District called John Lee Hooker's Boom Boom 

Room, after one of his hits. 



Hooker fell ill just before a tour of Europe in 2001 and died in his sleep on June 21 at the age of 83, 

two months before his 84th birthday. He was interred at the Chapel of the Chimes in Oakland, 

California. 

Music and legacy 

Hooker's guitar playing is closely aligned with piano boogie-woogie. He would play the walking bass 

pattern with his thumb, stopping to emphasize the end of a line with a series of trills, done by rapid 

hammer-ons and pull-offs. The songs that most epitomize his early sound are "Boogie Chillen", about 

being 17 and wanting to go out to dance at the Boogie clubs, "Baby, Please Don't Go", a blues 

standard first recorded by Big Joe Williams, and "Tupelo Blues", a song about the flooding of Tupelo, 

Mississippi in April 1936. 

He maintained a solo career, popular with blues and folk music fans of the early 1960s and crossed 

over to white audiences, giving an early opportunity to the young Bob Dylan. As he got older, he 

added more and more people to his band, changing his live show from simply Hooker with his guitar 

to a large band, with Hooker singing. 

His vocal phrasing was less closely tied to specific bars than most blues singers. This casual, rambling 

style had been gradually diminishing with the onset of electric blues bands from Chicago but, even 

when not playing solo, Hooker retained it in his sound. 

Though Hooker lived in Detroit during most of his career, he is not associated with the Chicago-style 

blues prevalent in large northern cities, as much as he is with the southern rural blues styles, known 

as delta blues, country blues, folk blues, or front porch blues. His use of an electric guitar tied 

together the Delta blues with the emerging post-war electric blues. 


